I. Introduction
Most readers have heard that we do not understand tau lepton decays to modes .with one charged particle. As Gilmanl and Truong2 emphasized, we cannot completely explain the measured total branching fraction into those modes, Br. There appears to be a discrepancy between Br and the sum of the individual branching fraction measurements, Xi Bli, when the latter are supplemented with calculations based on conventional theory such as strong isospin conservation. In this paper I discuss some experimental aspects of this subject.
Tables of measurements of B1 and the major individual branching fractions are given in Sec. II. These tables are taken from a new review by Gan and myself.3 -'-In Sec. III, I briefly describe why a combination of measurements and calculations is needed to display the discrepancy; uncertainties in measurements of the branching fractions for multiple photon decay modes prevent complete reliance on experiment.
The multiple photon modes are discussed in more detail in Sec. IV.
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'I have excluded measurements in Tables l-4 which have very small relative weights.
-Complete tables are being published by Hayes and I.4
The combined error, un, for a measurement n is either given by the authors or is 
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I define B1 mult neut to be the sum of the branching fractions for the modes in Eq. (le) -and Eqs. (8) . Table 5 shows that measurements of B1 mult neut are poor, the reasons are given by example in Sec. IV. Only BrfLs o is well measured, and even here there are some questions (see Sec. IV). Defining B1 mult neut # 27r" = B1 mult neut -Br2r" 3 (9) and using Table 5 and limits exist8*10 for other modes such as B,, and Brzrl, but there is no experimental value-or limit for all the modes in Eqs. (8).
-. 
When Eq. (12) is used in Table 7 , the discrepancy appears. There have been -severa13p5p7J1 general discussions of this apparent discrepancy; I shall not repeat them here. I want to emphasize that the derivation of the discrepancy requires a combination of measurements and conventional theory. I now return to measurement issues, taking up first the problem of B1 mult ,,,t(measured). an interaction of the charged particle with detector material, not from the decay of the -r; and these usually have lower energy. The total number is slightly dependent on Ermi,, because of the selection method.
IV
Suppose one wants to explain the relative numbers in Table 8 One is ignoring: modes with q's; modes with unknown neutral particles that could be the cause of the discrepancy; and modes where the e or /A is associated with a photon due to . internal or external radiation. Table 9 gives the relative efficiencies for the five modes in Eq. (13) as they would appear in ~-. -the Mark II detector.
In the simulation of the detector the following must be considered. Applying the simulation calculation of Table 9 to the data of Table 8 , there is much overlap of events from the decays in Eq. (134) Going beyond photon counting, special methods have been used to set limits on some modes. Lowe8 analyzed Crystal Ball data by restricting the photons to special kinematic regions. Abachi et allo used the decay q --) zIT+zT-zo and the principle of isospl% conservation to set limits on modes containing q's. But at present there is no general method for finding the individual modes in Eq. (8).
We would be satisfied with a good measurement of Blmult neut, the sum of the branching fractions of all the modes in Eqs. (le) and (8) . The example shows why this is -not available. Let fr3r~ (3, 4) and fir3*o (> 4) be the relative efficiencies in Table 9 for the u,7r-37r" mode to yield (3 or 4) or (> 4) photons; with similar notation for u77rr-47r".
Suppose that B,, B, and Brzr o are experimentally known so that one can calculate the residual number of events in Table 8 Table 5 , and the weak limits ~-. -Bl mult neut # 2~' tmeasured) ' lo% 3 B1 mult neut (measured) 5 16% .
Putting conventional theory and other data aside, one explanation for the discrepancy is that Blmult neut is about 15%.
V. Other Experimental Issues
Other explanations of the discrepancy accept B1 mult neut(calculated) (c) Most of the measurements of B1 have the same unrecognized bias or asymmetric systematic error such that the average measured B1 is larger than the true Bl. Using this method, there is no evidence that experimenters are understating their errors; on the whole, the errors given by experimenters are reasonable.
The search for a widespread bias or asymmetric systematic error requires examination of a set of measurements and associated techniques. One must find an error being made by most of experimenters whose measurements are used to obtain B1 or a particular Bli. For example, T. Barklow, Y. S. Tsai and I have just begun to consider whether radiative effects in the decay of the r are being treated correctly. There is no external evidence in the sets of measurements themselves for such an error. But if we were all making the same mistake, there might not be any external evidence. i I do not know if the discrepancy can be understood with existing r decay data taken at SPEAR, CESR, DORIS, PEP or PETRA, or whether it can be understood using future data from existing detectors. If the problem lies in B1 mult neut, this might not be possible. Improved detectors or new detectors specially built to study r decays may be necessary.
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- Table 6 . Summary of measured branching fractions for modes with l-charged particle in percent. . . . . i . . Table 9 . Relative efficiencies for detecting various numbers of photons as a function of the mode and Eymin, calculated by simulating the Mark II detector.
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